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"BUSY, BUSY, BUSY"

TEXT; Luke 10s41-42—"Martha, Martha, you are anxious about many
things, few things are really necessary, or only one, Mary
has chosen the good portion..."

This morning's sermon is the third in a three part summary of
Christianity as I understand it. Or, as my old Constructive Theology
professor would have put it, these three sermons, taken together,
constitute my "elephant," I don't suppose that term means much to
you, however, so let me explain. In Greek mythology, the world is
balanced on the shoulders of a giant named Atlas? in the Hindu equiva
lent, it rests on the back of a huge elephant. One's theological
"elephant," therefore, is the basic assumption or set of assumptions
upon which one's theological "world" rests. Ideally, I suppose, that
foundation ought to be narrowed down to a single pithy statement, but
my "elephant," like the real beast, has not just one, but four legs.

Two of them I shared with you on July 10thy specifically, that the
ultimate test of our Christianity is whether or not we love one another,
and, secondly, that Christian love is more a matter of how we treat
each other than how we feel about each other. A third leg I dealt with
last Sunday* namely that this kind of love is very often costly and
demanding. Costly physically, emotionally, financially and spiritually.

The fourth leg, only briefly mentioned last Sunday, but the subject
of this morning's sermon, is that only by continual exposure to the
spirit of the living God are we enabled to live the Christ-like life.
Our continuing temptation is to be up and doing, but, important as
actions are, they must be nurtured and directed by the life of prayer.

I think we see that in this morning's scripture lesson. Here is
one of those familiar incidents which are so much a part of our everyday
lives. With a little imagination, we can easily see it unfolding before
our very eyes. Mary and Martha lived together, and one day, as Jesus
and his followers were travelling closeby, he made a sudden visit to
their home, probably accompanied by his friends. Whatever our own
practice, the rules of hospitality for that culture required that these
guests be fed. And immediately Martha began to scurry about in the
kitchen but Mary lingered in Christ's presence and finally settled
herself at his feet, drinking in his every word. Finally, Martha could
stand it no longer. In her anger and frustration, she lashed out not
only at her sister, but also at Jesus who apparently condoned Mary's
actions.

,:Lord," she said, "don't you care that my sister has left me to
do all the work. Tell her to help melf: And there is something in most
of us that sides with Martha. "That's right!" we say. "It isn't fair
that some should work so hard, while others just sit around." And no
doubt as we say it, we think of sometime when we, ourselves, were
caught in just that kind of situation. There's no question who was
right. Our sympathies are all with Martha, the doer. But then a
strange thing happens. Instead of siding with Martha, Jesus chides
her, however gently.






